
3  TH INGS  TO  DO  WHEN

SELL ING

Your first task is to get a sense of your property ’s

currently position .  Identify and compare properties

similar to yours - similar sized blocks ,  same number of

bedrooms ,  same views or orientations and so on .  Also

consider special features they added that may have got

them a better than expected sale price .

A good agent and a timely appraisal are essential .  Start

with recommendations from others ,  then find agents in

the local area to give yourself options .  You ’ll definitely

need an appraisal before you list ,  to set the sale price of

your property .  Requesting appraisals helps you

determine your sale price ,  but they ’re also a great way to

surreptitiously find an agent .

Dedicating some time and effort into getting your

property into the best possible condition to sell is rarely

a bad investment .
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3  THINGS  TO  DO  WHEN  SELLING

Your  first  task  is  to  get  a  sense  of  your

property ’s  currently  position  in  the

marketplace .

IMPRESSIVE  TURN  IN  HOUSING

SENTIMENT

With  the  exception  of  Sydney  &

Melbourne ,  Australia ’s  capital  city

housing  values  increased  in  September .

DOES  HOME  STAGING  GET

A  BETTER  PRICE?

It  may  be  that  your  own  furniture  and

belongings  aren ’t  quite  right  for  the

purposes  of  the  sale ,  or  that  you  don ’t

have  quite  the  right  creative  flair  to

make  your  property  look  good .
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IMPRESS IVE  TURN  I N

HOUS ING  SENT IMENT

With the exception of Sydney & Melbourne ,  Australia ’s

capital city housing values increased in September and

the regions performed solidly ,  in alignment with a

striking lift in consumer confidence and the number of

listings for sale .

However ,  the impact of falling values in Sydney and

Melbourne (representing 40% of Aussie housing stock by

number) dragged the national average down 0 .1% -

comprising a 0 .2% drop in the capitals but a 0 .4% rise

across the regions .

The main drag on the statistics was of course Melbourne ,

where Stage 4 restrictions severely curbed real estate

activity and led to a fall of 0 .9% for September .  Since

the peak in March ,  Melbourne values have now come off

by 5 .5%. Of course ,  with restrictions now gradually

unwinding ,  we expect to see a change in that trend

become evident in the next two months .

Sydney ,  on the other hand ,  has been consistently easing

since July – shedding 0 .3% for the month – but once

again ,  the largest falls were in the upper

quartile ,  not in the more affordable price ranges where

most of us compete .  There ,  prices were down just 0 .4%.

Monthly change in capital city home values

Usually a property appraisal will have advice built into

around ways to improve the property ’s value .  Start by

cleaning up outside ,  clearing junk rooms and cupboards

inside ,  then go deeper to do maintenance and repairs .

Finally ,  engaging professional designers ,  photographers

and home staging consultants will ensure your home has

a professional finish and puts is best foot forward ,

wherever a potential buyer interacts with it .

Regional markets continue to outperform

Relative to the capital cities ,  the regions keep

putting in a solid performance ,  in a reflection

of demand transitioning away from the cities

as a result of COVID-19 .

Combining results across all regions ,  the

index has slipped just 0 .8% since March ,  while

the capitals have fallen 2 .6% in the same

period .  In September ,  the ‘rest of state ’

region ,  apart from in Western Australia ,

recorded a lift in housing values .

First National ’s regional agencies continue to

experience high levels of enquiry ,  especially

coming out of metropolitan Melbourne .  As

soon as restrictions make it possible ,  an

outpouring of demand from Melbourne

is anticipated .

Government financial assistance begins its
wind back

Headwinds are approaching as governments

begin winding back levels of financial

assistance and mortgage deferrals come to an

end ,  against a backdrop of weak labour

markets

However ,  a number of factors influence are

supporting improved housing market

conditions .  CoreLogic ’s head of research ,  Tim

Lawless ,  says ‘The aggregate effect of low

mortgage rates ,  and the prospect that rates

could fall further ,  low inventory levels ,

government incentives and improving

consumer sentiment seems to be outweighing

the negative economic shock brought about

by the pandemic . ’

Let ’s not forget ,  first home buyers are back in

numbers given the considerable government

assistance on hand with house and land

packages .  In Victoria ,  for example ,  some

buyers stand to gain around $50 ,000 of

assistance ,  and sizable grants remain on offer

from most government jurisdictions .



DOES  HOME  STAG ING  HELP

GET  A  BETTER  PR ICE ?

As a property owner ,  it may be that your own

furniture and belongings aren ’t quite right for the

purposes of the sale ,  or that you don ’t have quite

the right creative flair to make your property look good

enough for sale .  It may also be that you simply can ’t get

to the property to prepare it for sale and home staging

offers some solutions you may not have considered

otherwise .

Owners of investment properties may use home staging

to add some colour and life to their listing and increase

its sale potential .  If the tenants have recently vacated an

investment property ,  the emptiness can make it seem

drab and uninteresting .  Getting some basic furniture

and decoration added can really showcase the property

and its potential .

Home staging experts usually have an interior design

background and an excellent little black book of

connections .  They can call in all the resources

needed to makeover your property – from furniture

rentals to florists ,  art dealers to gardeners .  Existing

furniture will be removed and styled rental items

added ,  deemed to be inappropriate for the marketing

campaign .  The staging usually lasts for 4 to 6 weeks

before the auction ,  allowing for professional

photographs to be taken for online and print marketing .

It also ensures that the house looks the same ,  if or when

potential buyers view it in person ,  as it did when they

saw it in the listing .

Given the current climate ,  virtual staging is also a good

option for many sellers right now .  It ’s faster and less

expensive option than classic home staging and uses

computer generated interiors that can change the look

of the property completely .  Adjustments can be as

simple as paint colour ,  

curtains and artificial views out of

windows ,  to the virtual completion of

renovations or construction and the

decorating of empty properties with the

finest of virtual furniture and art .

Often sellers are concerned about what

home staging costs are involved .

Considering you will pay the consultant ,

the rental on the items and incidentals ,  it

can become an expensive exercise .

However ,  it can also make a huge

difference to your listing and may be the

only option right now for many .

Ask your agent for a recommendation or

find home stagers ,  virtual staging or

digital staging done by specialist

companies online .
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6/52-56 William Street, 
North Richmond NSW 2754

Affordable Entry Level Buying

Situated towards the end of a no-

through road this very neat & tidy 2

bedroom villa is ready for those looking

to get into the entry-level of the

Hawkesbury property  market .  Whether

you 're a first home buyer ,  investor or

looking to downsize we highly

recommend you view this property .

The property features :

•  2 bedrooms with built in robes and 

  ceiling fans        

• Open plan Living and dining

•  Air conditioning

•  Spacious sun Room

•  Court Yard Backyard

•  Side access gate

•  Single lock up garage


